
TAKE OFF WITH US!



Overview
The DeFi space has exploded in the recent months. Yield Farming, Staking and 
Liquidity Mining have taken the space by storm, with participants earning by basically 
"locking" their tokens for a time.

While generally great, these concepts have one downside: impermanent loss (IL). If 
you are farming/staking and the value of the underlying token changes significantly, 
even though you still get rewards, the value will far less than if you simply held your 
tokens.



The SAFEMARS smart contract applies a 4% fee on all transactions (buys/sells). Out of 
this, 2% is automatically distributed to holders, without farming! This means the 
amount of tokens in your wallet will forever increase as people transact. This way IL is 
avoided altogether and in effect you get paid for just holding SAFEMARS.

In addition, the SAFEMARS smart contract also takes 2% of each transaction and 
automatically adds it to the liquidity pool. The liquidity pool will continuously increase, 
which leads to a higher price floor of SAFEMARS. 



This is what SAFEMARS aims to accomplish: 

You don't have to farm, stake or deposit your SAFEMARS. 

Simply hold it in your wallet and you will get more!  

.



Overview
SAFEMARS is an autonomous yield and liquidity 
generation protocol that aims to directly reward its 
holders whilst concurrently increasing liquidity. 

This is funded by a 4% tax taken from each and 
every transaction.

Consequently, the protocol has a permanently 
increasing price floor, with all investors earning 
additional SAFEMARS tokens just for holding.

Distributed proportionally across existing 
holders

Transformed into BNB/SAFEMARS LP 
Tokens, and added to liquidity 



Reflection
SAFEMARS resides within a class of token that rewards investors just for 
holding, the amount of rewards received increases over time the longer an 
investor holds for.

Holders are also rewarded for the success of SAFEMARS with higher 
transaction volumes leading to increased fees, and rewards for distribution.

We believe this mechanism provides investors with an active stake in 
SAFEMARS success!



TokenEconomics

Symbol: $SAFEMARS

Total Supply: 1.000.000.000.000.000
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Token Burn

Following launch, 53.515% of the total supply of SAFEMARS was sent to the black hole 
address, permanently reducing the supply. 

Black Hole Address: 0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead

As the black hole address is classified as a SAFEMARS holder it also receives a share 
of each transaction fee. Each share is burned leading to a persistently reducing 
circulating supply of SAFEMARS.





Despite being red,
Mars is a cold planet

Liquidity Pool
SAFEMARS was launched with an initial supply of liquidity in the form of BNB/SAFEMARS LP 
Tokens. Ownership of the tokens was renounced by sending them to the burn address: 

0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

This was performed to protect investors by preventing the possibility of a rug pull via liquidity 
removal for example. 

Additional liquidity is automatically added to SAFEMARS from the 2% fee that is generated from 
each transaction. The fee is added to the liquidity pool by transforming it into BNB/SAFEMARS LP 
Tokens, with ownership of the tokens renounced by sending them to the burn address. 
Consequently, the token has a permanently increasing price floor in addition to an effectively 
reducing circulating supply of SAFEMARS that are locked in the liquidity pool.



To ensure that SAFEMARS is unruggable, we continuously "burn" these 
tokens, thereby locking liquidity forever. The burns are completely 
transparent, visible on the blockchain, and performed daily.

Liquidity Locking FOR-EVER.

Liquidity Locking



Safety

Initial LP Token Burn Contract Audit In Progress 
with Industry Leader Certik

Regular Burns of All 
New Protocol 
Generated LP Tokens 6% Team Wallet 

Allocation

Fairly Distributed Presale. No 
Presale Wallets held > 1%

No minting function 
present within the 
contract

We take the safety of holders funds extremely seriously, and therefore we have taken the following 
measures to protect our community:

SAFEMARS is therefore unruggable, with no single holder able to 
mint new tokens, remove Protocol Generated liquidity, or dump 
presale allocations on the market.



Our crew 

SAFEMARS is community 
owned, and the team is made up 

of a decentralised group of 
volunteers from all across the 

world.

Access to the team 
wallet is held solely by 

the developer: 
@TheCryptoMartian

If you would like to join 
us please say hello in our 
discord and telegram 
channels.

Welcome Board!



RoadMap
- SAFE LAUNCH-

-INITIAL TOKEN & LP BURN- 

-WHITE PAPER & WEBSITE LAUNCH -

 -COINGECKO & CMC LISTINGS - 

-COMMUNITY GROWTH-

 Q1 
2021

Q2 
2021

-CONTRACT AUDIT- 

-MARKETING & SOCIAL CAMPAIGNS-
 

-DEX/CEX LISTING- 

-COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE-

 -CHARITY FUNDRAISERS-

- NFT FARMING -

-ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT- 

-IMPLEMENTATION-
OF 

-COMMUNITY IDEAS-

Q3 
2021

Q4 
2021

Very 
soon...



@Safemartians https://t.me/safemars https://safemarscrypto.com/

https://twitter.com/Safemartians
https://t.me/safemars
https://safemarscrypto.com/

